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Abstract

This talk will offer some preliminary reflections on Ottoman Jewish women’s labor and professional histories in the modern era, asking: what drove late Ottoman Jewish women to seek employment, when they did so at all? In which contexts was their work a matter of choice, driven by a broader sense of mission, professional or intellectual interests? For many women, who had a say not only in whether they would work but also what kind of work they would pursue, becoming professionals meant a newfound independence from their roles as daughters, wives, and mothers. That this was easiest for those whose families had achieved financial stability should come as no surprise. Yet throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, they were joined by women of more limited means, who pursued new forms of work with a sense of calling, not simply to earn their way but rather despite the many costs that doing so entailed. Training our focus on the traces such women left behind begins to unsettle some of our most prevalent assumptions about Ottoman Jewish women’s autonomy—or lack thereof—in the modern era.
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